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Abstract
Multitenant cellular network slicing has been gaining huge interest recently. However, it is not
well-explored under the heterogeneous cloud radio access network (H-CRAN) architecture. This paper
proposes a dynamic network slicing scheme for multitenant H-CRANs, which takes into account tenants’
priority, baseband resources, fronthaul and backhaul capacities, quality of service (QoS) and interference.
The framework of the network slicing scheme consists of an upper-level, which manages admission
control, user association and baseband resource allocation; and a lower-level, which performs radio
resource allocation among users. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can achieve a higher
network throughput, fairness and QoS performance compared to several baseline schemes.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
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address this issue, network sharing has been introduced as a promising solution to the problem
by allowing multiple operators to share the network infrastructure and resources [2]. Recently,
network virtualization has emerged as a key enabling technology for network sharing in 5G
systems [3]–[6]. It allows network sharing to be performed in the form of multitenancy, whereby
multiple virtual networks can be created on physical network hardware, each being known as
a network slice. The owner of each network slice is known as the tenant or virtual network
operator (VNO) [7]. The main advantage of network slicing is its flexibility to meet the different
quality of service (QoS) requirements of multiple VNOs, and such flexibility is one of the
key design goals of 5G networks [6]. Also, network slicing allows infrastructure providers to
provide “Network-Slice-as-a-Service” [8]–[10] to service providers, specifically those who do
not own physical network infrastructures or those with insufficient network coverage. There are
two types of network slicing: core network slicing and radio access network slicing [10]. In this
paper, we focus on the latter where baseband resources, base stations (BSs), radio resources,
and transmission power are shared among the tenants to serve their associated users.
The studies in [7], [11]–[21] have investigated network sharing and slicing, which are mainly
based on the traditional cellular architecture where baseband processing is decentralized to
BSs. However, this architecture is both energy- and cost-inefficient [22]. Thus, cloud radio
access networks (C-RANs) [22] has emerged as a new architecture which centralizes baseband
resources to a single baseband unit (BBU) pool that connects to several radio transceiver units,
known as remote radio heads (RRHs), via optical fronthaul links. Also, the fact that BBU pools
can be virtualized at cloud data centers facilitates network slicing implementation in C-RANs.
Researchers have begun to investigate network slicing in multitenant C-RANs [1], [23], [24].
Heterogeneous cellular networks, which consist of macrocells overlaid with small-cells, have
recently been intensively studied due to its potential for extending coverage and capacity of
the networks [25]–[27]. Multitenancy has also been studied under this architecture in [28].
Furthermore, it is combined with C-RAN, resulting into the heterogeneous C-RAN (H-CRAN)
architecture [29], where both their advantages are inherited. In [1], we have investigated and
proposed a network slicing framework for multitenant H-CRANs whereby a new resource
management scheme is proposed to handle the network slicing process. However, the study
only focused on the small-cell tier. In this paper, we investigate a larger-scale network slicing
framework for multitenant H-CRANs by considering both small-cell and macrocell tiers.
The objective of this study is to develop a dynamic network slicing scheme for downlink
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multitenant H-CRANs. The contributions of this study are summarized as follows:
1) A network slicing model for multitenant H-CRANs is introduced. Here, network slicing
is performed as a process of allocating network resources to the users associated with
different tenants, whereby each admitted users receives a set of resources (i.e., RRH, BBU
with a certain capacity, and subchannels and their associated transmission power level).
2) A network slicing problem is formulated to maximize the weighted network throughput of
the multitenant H-CRAN, subject to the interference, QoS, fronthaul and backhaul capacity,
and BBU pool capacity constraints.
3) A dynamic resource management framework is developed. It consists of an upper-level that
manages user admission, user association, and BBU capacity allocation; and a lower-level
that performs radio resource allocation.
4) For the upper-level, an admission control problem is formulated and solved by dynamic
programming in which the complexity can be tuned; a user association problem is formulated and solved using a suboptimal low-complexity greedy algorithm; a BBU capacity
allocation problem is formulated and is solved by linear programming.
5) For the lower-level, the resource allocation problem is formulated as a nonconvex mixedinteger programming problem, which is solved by the Lagrangian dual method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related studies. The system
model of a multitenant H-CRAN is presented and the network slicing problem is formulated in
Section III. Then, Section IV presents the proposed network slicing scheme. Lastly, Section V
evaluates and compares the performance of the proposed scheme with several baseline schemes.
Lastly, the conclusion is drawn in Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
Several studies have investigated network slicing and sharing for multitenant cellular networks
[1], [7], [8], [11]–[21], [23], [24], [28]. In [8], the impact of network slicing to radio access
network in terms of resource utilization, tenants’ protection, traffic differentiation, etc was
discussed. In [11], resource allocation among the tenants was studied using an auction game
where the tenants sequentially compete for network resources. In [12], an entity named hypervisor
was introduced to manage network slicing among the tenants using the virtualization technology.
In [13], a network virtualization substrate (NVS) was proposed, which runs a slice scheduler that
allocates radio resources to the tenants, and a flow scheduler that schedules data transmission
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for the users in each network slice. The authors in [14] suggested to reserve radio resources
for each tenant and to admit users based on the resource availability of the associated network
slice. Physical and virtual resource sharing for multitenant cellular networks was compared in
[15]. In [7], the authors proposed to associate users with the best cell sector such that the
loads among the network slices and cell sectors are balanced. A resource sharing scheme was
proposed in [16] to pool and share radio resources of all the network slices among tenants. In
[17], resources are assigned to each tenant as per the service-level agreement (SLA) and resource
allocation among the tenants is performed based on throughput maximization with some degree
of fairness. The authors in [18] proposed to assign minimum amounts of radio resources as per
the SLA among the tenants while the device-to-device users and the cellular users can share
radio resources if they belong to the same tenant. In [19], a heuristic-based admission control and
resource allocation scheme was developed to perform network slicing according to the priority
of the tenants. A resource sharing scheme based on software-defined networking was designed
in [20] to share network resources among operators under scenarios with multiple radio access
technologies (e.g., cellular, WiFi). In [21], the authors devised a fair resource slicing scheme for
a multitenant network by modeling it as a game using the α-fairness utility function. A resource
negotiation scheme was developed for multitenant heterogeneous cellular networks to allow BSs,
which have insufficient radio resources, to access the spare resources of their neighboring BSs
[28]. In [23], a virtualized multitenant C-RAN architecture was designed to perform capacity
allocation among tenants as per the SLA. The authors in [24] suggested an auction approach
for network slicing in C-RANs where computational, storage and radio resources are competed
for. In [1], a network slicing scheme for multitenant H-CRAN architecture was proposed as a
process of assigning BBU capacity, RRHs and radio resources to the users.
Despite numerous related studies have been carried out such as [7], [11]–[21], they only
focused on traditional cellular architectures which are less energy- and cost-efficient compared
to the C-RAN architecture [22]. Although the studies in [1], [23], [24] have considered the CRAN architecture, [23] and [24] have not jointly considered the fronthaul capacity constraints and
the baseband resource allocation in the BBU pool whereas the study in [1] has only considered
network slicing in the small-cell tier. Moreover, the networks slicing schemes proposed in most
of the related studies [7], [11]–[14], [16]–[18], [28] do not fully exploit multiuser diversity of
the wireless channel. That is, the diverse channel quality of all users are not fully exploited
for resource allocation in such a way that the network throughput can be optimized, thus
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TABLE I
L IST OF N OTATION
Notation

Notation

Description

N

Set of tenants

U

Set of UEs

K

Set of PRBs

Un

S

Set of RRHs (s = 0 indicates the M-RRH)

au

b su
psk u
wu

Description

b su = 1 if UE u associates with RRH s ; else b su = 0
The power of RRH s on PRB k for UE u

ω sk u
vn

Set of UEs belonging to tenant n

au = 1 if UE u is admitted to the network; else au = 0
ω sk u = 1 if PRB k is allocated to UE u that is
associated with RRH s , else ω sk u = 0
Priority weight of tenant n

Priority weight of UE u

cvB, u

Virtual BBU capacity of UE u

CcBUP

BBU pool capacity

Rmin, u

Required minimum data rate of UE u

Rmax, u

Required maximum data rate of UE u

Γsk u
B
Cfh

gsk u

SINR experienced by UE u from RRH s on PRB k

PAWGN
Imax, sk u

Bandwidth of a PRB (i.e., 180 kHz)

Channel gain of PRB k between UE u and RRH s
AWGN power
Interference threshold of PRB k for UE u associated
with RRH s

Fronthaul capacity

Cbh

Backhaul capacity

Cxh, s

Cxh, s = Cbh if s = 0; else Cxh, s = Cfh

Wu

Pmax, s

Maximum allowable transmission power of RRH s

Wu = vn wu if u ∈ Un ; else Wu = 0
Capacity achieved by UE u associated with RRH s on
PRB k

rsk u

Ua

Set of UEs admitted to the network

URRH, s

Set of admitted UEs that are associated with RRH s

ḡsu

Wideband channel gain between UE u and RRH s

Γwb, su

Wideband SINR experienced by UE u from RRH s

LB
Γsk
u
LB
ηsk
u

Lower bound SINR experienced by UE u from

LB
rsk
u

RRH s on PRB k

Lower bound capacity achieved by UE u associated
with RRH s on PRB k

Lower bound spectral efficiency achieved by UE u
associated with RRH s on PRB k

resulting in suboptimal throughput performance. Therefore, the current work aims to address
the aforementioned gaps by extending the work of [1].
III. S YSTEM M ODEL

AND

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

A Long Term Evolution (LTE)-based multitenant H-CRAN model consisting of a macrocell
and several small-cells is considered in this study. In this model, we assume that each tenant
has its own core network (or core network slice) that connects to the H-CRAN. The macrocell
RRH (M-RRH) and the small-cell RRHs (S-RRHs) are connected to a cloud BBU pool via the
backhaul and fronthaul links, respectively. Also, C/U splitting is assumed in the system model,
whereby the control and data planes are separated such that the control plane is managed by the
M-RRH in the network [29]. We follow the LTE specifications in which the channel bandwidth
is divided into physical resource blocks (PRBs), each being a resource unit that occupies 180
kHz in the frequency domain and 0.5 ms in the time domain [30]. In LTE, a minimum of two
PRBs (in the time domain) can be allocated to a UE as resource allocation is performed every
transmission time interval (TTI) of 1 ms. Hereafter, we assume that 1) each PRB experiences
flat and slow fading; 2) the network is perfectly synchronized; and 3) shared spectrum mode,
whereby both M-RRH and S-RRHs can access the entire channel bandwidth, is adopted.
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Next, we define N = {1, 2, . . ., n, . . ., |N |} as the set of tenants, U = {1, 2, . . ., u, . . . , |U |}
as the set of user equipment units (UEs), K = {1, 2, . . ., k, . . ., |K |} as the set of PRBs, and
S = {0, 1, 2, . . ., s, . . ., |S|} as the set of RRHs with s = 0 indicating the M-RRH whereas s , 0
indicating the S-RRHs. Moreover, we define Un as the set of UEs belonging to tenant n with
S
T
U = n∈N Un and n∈N Un = ∅. Next, we denote au as the binary admission indicator of UE

u whereby au = 1 indicates that UE u is admitted to the network; otherwise au = 0. Also, we

define bsu as the binary association indicator of UE u and RRH s in which bsu = 1 indicates
that UE u associates with RRH s; otherwise bsu = 0. The binary assignment indicator of PRB
k to UE u associated to RRH s is denoted by ω sku whereby ω sku = 1 if the PRB is allocated to
the UE, else ω sku = 0. The power of RRH s on PRB k for UE u is denoted by psku . A list of
notation used in the rest of the paper is summarized in Table I.
In this study, we consider that BBUs are virtualized in the BBU pool and adopt the virtual
BBU model in [31] where each virtual BBU associates with one UE and has a certain amount of
computational capacity quantified in the form of user data rate. In this model, the computational
capacity1 of the virtual BBU is modeled as the service rate of a processing queue by abstracting
the baseband data processing of the BBU [31]. Such a model has also been considered and studied
in [32] and [33] for resource allocation in C-RANs. Here, we denote the computational capacity
of a virtual BBU required by each UE u as cvB,u . In this study, we treat the computational capacity
of a virtual BBU as its supported maximum user data rate and thus the capacity allocation depends
on the QoS requirements of the traffic services provided by the UE’s associated tenant. We also
assume that the amount of computational resources of the BBU pool is limited by a user data
capacity, CcBUP .
Since tenants may impose a different priority over the network due to the nature of their
provisioned services, we characterize the priority of each tenant n by vn ∈ [0, 1] as in [19],
P
where n∈N vn = 1. In addition, we characterize the priority of UE u by wu ∈ [0, 1] to achieve
1 The

computational capacity here is not equivalent to the computational burden, where the latter refers to the amount of time

complexity required by the virtual BBU to run a baseband process within a time interval. Since the computational burden of a
virtual BBU depends on the number of PRBs and MCS allocated to the user, we assume that the peak computational burden
allowable for a virtual BBU is scaled such that the virtual BBU can support the desired computational capacity considering that
the associated user is allocated maximum number of PRBs and the highest order MCS during virtual BBU capacity allocation.
In this case, the virtual BBU can still support the desired computational capacity regardless of the number of PRBs and MCS
allocated to the associated user. Such scaling can be achieved by modifying the specifications of the virtual BBU, e.g., the
number of processor cores, core clock speed and memory capacity.
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various notions of fairness. On the other hand, depending on the type of services provided by the
associated tenant, each UE has to be guaranteed with certain QoS requirements. Here, we model
the QoS requirements of each UE u with the minimum and maximum data rates, Rmin,u and
Rmax,u , respectively [19]. The minimum data rate requirement is compliant with LTE where it is
defined as guaranteed bit rate (GBR) for inelastic traffic [34], [35]. Nonetheless, the minimum
QoS model is still applicable for elastic traffic such as best-effort, which would require zero
minimum data rate. On the other hand, the maximum data rate requirement corresponds to the
maximum bit rate (MBR) and aggregate-MBR (AMBR) defined in LTE for inelastic and elastic
traffic, respectively, to achieve congestion control [34], [35]. Besides that, the maximum QoS
requirement has been used in [36] to limit interference by reducing the number of PRBs allocated
to UEs. It is noteworthy that the virtual BBU capacity of each UE u, cvB,u needs to at least meet
its minimum data rate requirement.
For channel modeling, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) experienced by UE
u at RRH s on PRB k is modeled as [1], [36]
Γsku = P

i∈S\{s}

P

psku gsku
,
j∈U \{u} a j bi j ωik j pik j giku + PAWGN

(1)

where gsku is the channel gain experienced by UE u at RRH s on PRB k, and PAWGN is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power. Next, the achievable upper bound capacity of
UE u at RRH s on PRB k can be calculated as
r sku = B log2 (1 + Γsku ),

(2)

where B is the bandwidth of a PRB. It is noteworthy that the actual capacity of each UE depends
on the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) selected in LTE systems, where the throughput can
be calculated as a trunked version of (2). For the sake of simplicity, we consider (2) in the problem
and solution formulation as well as performance evaluation where throughput results obtained
are upper bound capacity values. To suppress cross-tier and cotier interference, the following
threshold is introduced: Imax,sku , which is the maximum allowable interference experienced by
UE u associated with RRH s on PRB k. Each RRH has a maximum transmission power level,
Pmax,s . Also, each S-RRH (i.e., s , 0) is connected to the BBU pool via a fronthaul link with
user data capacity of Cfh whereas the M-RRH is connected to the cloud BBU pool via a backhaul
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link with a user data capacity of Cbh 2 . For notational simplicity, we denote
Cxh,s




 Cbh
=


 Cfh


s=0

(3)

s,0

In this paper, network slicing of multitenant H-CRANs can be treated as a resource allocation
process that involves 1) the virtual BBU capacity allocation; 2) UE admission and association;
and 3) PRB and power allocation. First of all, let



 vn wu
Wu = 


0


u ∈ Un

(4)

u < Un .

Then, a generic network slicing problem for multitenant H-CRANs can be formulated as
XX X
max
Wu au bsu ω sku r sku
au,bsu,cvB,u ,ωsku,psku

(5)

s∈S k∈K u∈U

subject to
au

XX

bsu ω sku r sku ≥ au Rmin,u

∀u ∈ U

(5a)

XX

bsu ω sku r sku ≤ au cvB,u

∀u ∈ U

(5b)

s∈S k∈K

au

s∈S k∈K

XX

au

bsu ω sku r sku ≤ au Rmax,u

∀u ∈ U

(5c)

∀s ∈ S

(5d)

s∈S k∈K

XX

au bsu ω sku psku ≤ Pmax,s

k∈K u∈U

XX

au bsu ω sku r sku ≤ Cxh,s

∀s ∈ S

(5e)

k∈K u∈U

X

X

a j bi j ωik j pik j giku ≤ Imax,sku

∀s ∈ S, k ∈ K , k ∈ U

(5f)

i∈S\{s} j∈U \{u}

au Rmin,u ≤ au cvB,u ≤ au Rmax,u ∀u ∈ U
X
au cvB,u ≤ CcBUP

(5g)
(5h)

u∈U

2 The

practical capacity of an optical backhaul or fronthaul link may be up to several Gb/s, which is much higher than the

user data rate, because the user data is encapsulated by the common public radio interface (CPRI) protocol, which transforms
the user data into a very high-frequency waveform. For instance, a single-sector LTE network with 20 MHz bandwidth and 2 × 2
MIMO configuration, which can achieve up to 150 Mb/s user data rate in the downlink, would require a CPRI rate of 2457.6
Mb/s with 10/8 coding and 15+1 IQ sample width [22], [37]. For more information about CPRI, backhaul and fronthaul, readers
may refer to [38] and [39]. In this paper, we refer both the backhaul and fronthaul capacity to as their user data capacity.
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au

X

bsu ≤ 1 ∀u ∈ U

(5i)

s∈S

X

au bsu ω sku ≤ 1 ∀s ∈ S, k ∈ K

(5j)

u∈U

au, bsu, ω sku ∈ {0, 1}

∀s ∈ S, k ∈ K , u ∈ U

cvB,u, psku ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S, k ∈ K , u ∈ U.

(5k)
(5l)

In (5a), the minimum data rate is guaranteed for each admitted UE. The UE data rate is bounded
by its associated virtual BBU capacity and the maximum data rate in (5b) and (5c) respectively.
The total transmission power of each RRH is limited in (5d). In (5e), the total UE data rate
carried over the backhaul or fronthaul link is bounded by its capacity. Constraint (5f) limits the
interference experienced by each UE u associate with RRH s on each PRB k. Constraint (5g)
ensures that the virtual BBU capacity of each UE is allocated an amount between its required
minimum and maximum data rates. Constraint (5h) guarantees that the sum capacity of all virtual
BBUs does not exceed the BBU pool capacity. Constraint (5i) permits each UE to associate with
only one RRH. Each PRB will not be allocated to two or more UEs associating with the same
RRH, as enforced in (5j). Constraint (5k) ensures that all au , bsu and ω sku are binary-valued
while (5l) ensures that all psku and cvB,u are nonnegative. In fact, (5) can achieve different notions
of fairness among UEs by setting wu = 1/ R̄uα where R̄u is the past average throughput achieved
by UE u and α ≥ 0 is a fairness parameter. This corresponds to the following proposition.
Proposition 1: When wu = 1/ R̄uα , the solution to (5) is said to be weighted α-fair.
Proof: Refer to Appendix A.
To solve (5), we analyze the complexity of the problem and obtain the following:
Proposition 2: The problem in (5) is generally NP-hard.
Proof: Refer to Appendix B.
As such, (5) is computationally intractable. Moreover, solving this problem directly is impractical
because rapid channel variations would trigger a rapidly repeated network slicing process, which
would burden higher-level functions of the network and results in increased signaling overhead.
Thus, we propose a two-level hierarchical approach to the problem in the next section.
IV. P ROPOSED N ETWORK S LICING S CHEME
In this section, we propose an efficient two-level network slicing framework for a multitenant
H-CRAN (cf. Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Proposed network slicing framework.

A. Upper-Level
In this level, differentiated prioritization among UEs is performed. Firstly, admission control
is performed to admit high-priority UEs while considering their QoS requirements and the
availability of the BBU pool capacity. Then, the admitted UEs are associated, according to their
priority, with the RRHs that provide them with high channel quality, subject to the fronthaul
and backhaul capacity availability. Next, a virtual BBU is created for each admitted UE with a
capacity that meets the QoS requirements.
1) Admission Control: Here, we intend to maximize the number of UEs admitted to the network, which corresponds to maximizing the network throughput while considering their priority.
Clearly, the number of admitted UEs can be increased if cvB,u is smaller. Since cvB,u ≥ Rmin,u ,
we can formulate the following admission control problem:
X
Wu au
max
au

(6)

u∈U

subject to
X

au Rmin,u ≤ RcBUP

(6a)

u∈U

au ∈ {0, 1}

∀u ∈ U

(6b)

where constraint (6a) is derived from constraint (5h) to ensure that the total minimum data rate
of all admitted UEs does not exceed the BBU pool capacity.
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Proposition 3: The admission control problem in (6) can be classified as an NP-complete 0-1
knapsack problem [40].
Proof: Refer to Appendix C.
Dynamic programming has been widely used to obtain the optimal solution for 0-1 knapsack
problems. The key idea of dynamic programming is to decompose (6) into small problems
and recursively calculate their objective function value based on the solutions for the even
smaller problems [41]. The maximum objective function value can then be obtained by bottomup computation using a table structure; the solution for the original problem can be therein
obtained. Here, we design an admission control algorithm (cf. Algorithm 1) based on a dynamic
Algorithm 1 Dynamic programming-based UE admission control algorithm
1: Set Nw , and set V (u, i) = X (u, i) = 0 and V (0, i) = 0 for all u ∈ U and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nw }.
cBUP
, set au = 0 for all u ∈ U and set Ntmp = Nw .
2: Calculate d = CN
w
3: for all u ∈ U do

4:
5:
6:




R u
then
if Rmin,u ≤ id and V (u − 1, i) < Wu + V u − 1, i − min,
d



R u
Calculate V (u, i) = Wu + V u − 1, i − min,
d

for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nw } do

7:
8:

Set X (u, i) = 1.
else
Set V (u, i) = V (u − 1, i).

9:
10:
11:

end if
end for

12: end for
13: Set u = |U |.
14: while u > 1 do
15:

if X (u, Ntmp ) = 1 then

16:

Set au = 1.

17:

Calculate Ntmp = Ntmp −

18:

u = u − 1.

19:



Rmin, u
d



.

end if

20: end while

programming approach in [42, pp. 266-272]. In steps 1-2 of Algorithm 1, we first set a number
Nw to produce a set of discrete integer values, i.e., {0, 1, 2, . . ., Nw }, which corresponds to a set
of BBU pool capacities {0, d, 2d, . . ., Nw d} where Nw d = CcBUP . Further, V (u, i) is defined to
store the maximum value of (6) for any subset of {1, 2, . . ., u} with the capacity being at most
id. Besides that, X (u, i) is defined to trace the solution obtained from solving the problem in
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(6). Both V (u, i) and X (u, i) are set to zero for all u ∈ U and i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , Nw } initially. In
addition, V (0, i) = 0 for all i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , Nw } is set to provide the value of (6) corresponding to
the fact that no UEs are admitted. Also, au = 0 is set for all u ∈ U, and Ntmp = Nw is initialized.
Next, in steps 3-12, the solution is obtained by computing V (u, i), which can be obtained as
follows:
Lemma 1: For u ∈ U and i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . ., Nw }, V (u, i) can be calculated as


j R k 



max V (u − 1, i), Wu + V u − 1, i − min,u
if Rmin,u ≤ id

d
V (u, i) = 


V (u − 1, i)
otherwise,


(7)

Proof: Refer to Appendix D.

While computing V (u, i), X (u, i) is set to one if UE u is admitted and zero otherwise. Subsequently, in steps 13 - 20, the solution au is obtained based on X (u, i).
Remark 1: The asymptotic computational complexity of Algorithm 1 can be shown to be of
O(|U |Nw ), which implies that the algorithm has a pseudo-polynomial time complexity due to
Nw that is defined for (6). Conventionally, by setting Nw = CcBUP , i.e., d = 1, the solution
obtained using Algorithm 1 is optimal for (6) by definition of (6) and Lemma 1. In this case, the
introduction of parameter d is redundant. However, CcBUP could be too large as it would incur a
prohibitively high computational complexity and the set of capacities for Algorithm 1 becomes
very large, which requires large memory to store the objective function values. Notwithstanding
that, our algorithm provides the option to reduce computational complexity and memory size. By
setting Nw << CcBUP , i.e., d >> 1, the complexity and memory size can be reduced, but possibly
at the cost of solution optimality. Fig. 2 illustrates the performance tradeoff of Algorithm 1 with
different Nw for a particular scenario. Interestingly, certain values of Nw can still lead to optimal
solutions. In fact, those values correspond to a set of d, which are the factors of Rmin,u . As such,
the general rule of thumb for Algorithm 1 to be optimal is to select a value of Nw such that d is
a factor of min{Rmin,u }u∈U . As such, Algorithm 1 can still optimally solve (6) with reasonable
complexity.
2) UE Association: After solving UE admission, the rejected UEs will be omitted from the
network slicing process. Next, we proceed to solve the UE association problem with the objective
to associate the admitted UEs with the RRHs that could provide high channel quality with
consideration of the UE’s priority. Firstly, the wideband SINR received by each admitted UE is
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Fig. 2. Performance tradeoff of Algorithm 1 for the following particular scenario: two equal-priority tenants with each having
20 UEs, CcBUP = 3000, Rmin,u = 30 for all UEs, and all UE have equal priority.

estimated as follows:
Pmax,s ḡsu
,
i∈S\{s} Pmax,i ḡiu + PAWGN

Γwb,su = P

(8)

where Γwb,su and ḡsu are the wideband SINR and average gain across the channel bandwidth
between RRH s and UE u, respectively. Next, we can formulate the UE association problem as
XX
bsu Wu Γwb,su
(9)
max
bsu

s∈S u∈Ua

subject to
X

bsu Rmin,u ≤ Cxh,s

∀s ∈ S

(9a)

u∈Ua

X

bsu = 1 ∀u ∈ Ua

(9b)

s∈S

bsu ∈ {0, 1}

∀s ∈ S, u ∈ Ua .

(9c)

where Ua = {u ∈ U |au = 1} is the set of UEs admitted to the network. Constraint (9a) is derived
from (5e) to ensure that the fronthaul (or backhaul) link can at least carry the minimum data
rate required by the associated UEs, whereas (9b) is derived from (5i) to guarantee that each
admitted UE associates with only one RRH.
Proposition 4: The problem in (9) can be classified as an NP-complete 0-1 multiple knapsack
problem [40].
Proof: Refer to Appendix E.
For 0-1 multiple knapsack problems, dynamic programming techniques are inefficient as the
computational complexity would be prohibitively much larger than solving a 0-1 knapsack
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problem. Therefore we propose a greedy algorithm for (9) to find a feasible suboptimal solution
(cf. Algorithm 2). The key idea of Algorithm 2 is to associate the UE with the RRH that
provides the highest weighted wideband SINR if the fronthaul (or backhaul) link of the S-RRH
(or M-RRH) still has sufficient capacity to accommodate the UE. Firstly, the weighted wideband
SINR of each UE is calculated for all s ∈ S. Then, the RRH that provides the highest weighted
wideband SINR value to the UE will be selected to evaluate (9a). If (9a) holds, the UE will
associate with the RRH. Otherwise, the RRH that provides the next highest weighted wideband
SINR to the UE will be selected and the same process is repeated.
Remark 2: The asymptotic computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is of O(|S||U |).
Algorithm 2 Greedy UE Association Algorithm
1: Set Srem = S, and set Crem,s = Cxh,s , f s = 0 and bsu = 0 for all s ∈ S and u ∈ Ua .
2: for all u ∈ Ua do
3:
4:

for all s ∈ S do
Calculate f s = Wu Γwb,su .

5:

end for

6:

Find s = arg maxi ∈Srem f i .

7:

while Crem,s ≥ Rmin,s do

8:

if Crem,s ≥ Rmin,s then
Set bsu = 1 and update Crem,s = Crem,s − Rmin,s .

9:
10:

else
Srem = Srem \{s}.

11:
12:
13:

end if
end while

14: end for

3) Virtual BBU Capacity Allocation: After UE association, the BBU capacity is allocated to
each admitted UEs. Here, the following virtual BBU capacity allocation problem is introduced:
X
Wu cvB,u
(10)
max
cvB,u

u∈Ua

subject to
X

cvB,u ≤ Cxh,s

∀s ∈ S

(10a)

u∈URRH,s

Rmin,u ≤ cvB,u ≤ Rmax,u ∀u ∈ Ua
X
cvB,u ≤ CcBUP
u∈Ua

(10b)
(10c)
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cvB,u ≥ 0 ∀u ∈ Ua ,

(10d)

where (10a) and (10b) are derived from (5e) and (5g), respectively, and (10c) is equivalent to
(5h). The objective of (10) is to maximize the virtual BBU capacity assigned to each UE with
consideration of the UE’s priority, fronthaul and backhaul capacities, and BBU pool capacity.
Apparently, this problem can be expressed as a linear programming problem, which can be
solved by the well-known simplex method [41].
B. Lower-Level
After the upper-level, the remaining problem is to allocate PRBs and power among admitted
UEs for each RRH. From the upper-level of the proposed network slicing scheme, we obtain
the solutions for UE admission, UE association and virtual BBU capacity allocation problems,
which reduce the network slicing problem in (5) to
XX X
Wu ω sku r sku
max
ωsku ,psku

(11)

s∈S k∈K u∈URRH,s

subject to
X

ω sku r sku ≥ Rmin,u

∀u ∈ URRH,s, s ∈ S

(11a)

X

ω sku r sku ≤ r vBBU,u

∀u ∈ URRH,s, s ∈ S

(11b)

k∈K

k∈K

X

X

ω sku psku ≤ Pmax,s

∀s ∈ S

(11c)

k∈K u∈URRH,s

X

X

ωik j pik j giku ≤ Imax,sku

∀u ∈ URRH,s, s ∈ S, k ∈ K

(11d)

i∈S\{s} j∈URRH,i

X

ω sku ≤ 1 ∀s ∈ S, k ∈ K

(11e)

u∈URRH,s

ω sku ∈ {0, 1}

∀s ∈ S, k ∈ K , u ∈ URRH,s

psku ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S, k ∈ K , u ∈ URRH,s ,

(11f)
(11g)

where URRH,s = {u ∈ U |au = 1, bsu = 1} is the set of admitted UEs that are associated with
RRH s. The main objective of (11) is to allocate sufficient PRBs and power to the UEs such that
their minimum data rate can be achieved by fully exploiting multiuser diversity of the channel.
Although (11) is less complicated than (5), it is still generally NP-hard. Therefore, we simplify
the problem into a tractable one and solve it using a conventional resource allocation approach.
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Firstly, (11b) can be removed from the problem because, in practice, the maximum aggregate
data rate achieved by each UE is always less than its associated BBU capacity, regardless of the
amount of allocated PRBs and transmission power. As such, it is not essential to enforce (11b).
Furthermore, we relax ω sku into continuous values where (11f) can be transformed into
0 ≤ ω sku ≤ 1 ∀u ∈ URRH,s, s ∈ S, k ∈ K

(12)

and express the lower bound SINR experienced by UE u associated with RRH s on PRB k as
LB
Γsku
=

psku gsku
.
Imax,sku + PAWGN

(13)

Then, the lower bound of the achievable data rate of UE u associated with RRH s on PRB k
can be calculated as
LB
LB
r sku
= B log2 (1 + Γsku
).

Next, we can express the lower bound of (11) as
XX X
LB
Wu ω sku r sku
max
ωsku ,psku

(14)

(15)

s∈S k∈K u∈URRH,s

subject to (11c)-(11e), (11g), (12) and
X
LB
ω sku r sku
≥ Rmin,u

∀u ∈ URRH,s, s ∈ S.

(15a)

k∈K

We can further simplify the problem and rewrite (15) as
XX X
Wu ω sku η LB
max
sku
ωsku psku

(16)

s∈S k∈K u∈URRH,s

subject to (11c)-(11e), (11g), (12) and
X
Rmin,u
ω sku η LB
sku ≥
B

∀u ∈ URRH,s, s ∈ S

(16a)

k∈K

LB
where η LB
sku = r sku /B is the achievable lower bound spectral efficiency of UE u associated with

RRH s on PRB k. We can interpret (16) as the weighted spectral efficiency maximization problem
of the network.
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Next, we can write the Lagrangian function of (16) as
L(ω, p, β, φ, λ, µ, ν, τ, ρ)
=

XX

X

Wu ω sku η LB
sku +

s∈S k∈K u∈URRH,s

X

X

s∈S u∈URRH,s

X
Rmin,u +
ω sku η LB
β su *
sku −
B , k∈K

X X
+
*
ωik j pik j giku /
λ sku . Imax,sku −
i∈S\{s} j∈URRH,i
s∈S k∈K u∈URRH,s
s∈S k∈K u∈URRH,s
- (17)
,
XX X
X
XX
+
*
τsku (1 − ω sku )
ω sku / +
+
µ sk .1 −
u∈URRH,s
s∈S k∈K
- s∈S k∈K u∈URRH,s
,
XX X
X X
X
+/
*.
ρ sku psku ,
ω sku psku +
+
φ s Pmax,s −
u∈U
u∈U
s∈S
k∈K
k∈K
s∈S
RRH,s
RRH,s
,
where β su , φ s , λ sku , µ sk , νsku , τsku and ρ sku are the nonnegative Lagrange multipliers corre+

XX

X

νsku ω sku +

XX

X

sponding to constraints (16a), (11c)-(11e), (12) and (11g), respectively. Then, the Lagrangian dual
function of (16) can be expressed as D (β, φ, λ, µ, ν, τ, ρ) = maxωsku,psku L(ω, p, β, φ, λ, µ, ν, τ, ρ)
and thus the dual optimization problem can be formulated as
min

βsu ,φs,λ sku,µsk ,νsku,τsku, ρsku

D (β, φ, λ, µ, ν, τ, ρ).

(18)

Note that any dual problem (e.g., (18)) generally leads to the upper bound solution for the primal
problem (e.g., (16)) due to the existence of a nonzero duality gap. However, it has been proved
in [43] that the duality gap is nearly zero in a multicarrier system such as LTE if the number
of PRBs is sufficiently large. Thus, solving (18) provides a near-optimal solution to (16).
Suppose that UE u has been allocated PRB k, i.e., ω sku = 1. Then, the derivative of (17) with
respect to psku gives the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [44], [45]:
∂L
= ω sku (G sku − φ s ) + ρ s = 0
∂psku

(19)

ω sku psku (G sku − φ s ) = 0

(20)

where
G sku =

X
gsku (Wu + β su )
−
(Imax,sku + PAWGN + psku gsku ) ln 2

X

λ ik j gsk j .

(21)

i∈S\{s} j∈URRH,i

From (20), the power allocation can be performed for all u ∈ URRH,s , s ∈ S and k ∈ K as
psku


 +
I
+
P
W
+
β
max,sku
AWGN 
u
su


=  

−
P
P
g
sku
 φ s + i∈S\{s} j∈URRH,i λ ik j gsk j ln 2


(22)
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where [x]+ = max(0, x). Next, the derivative of (17) with respect to ω sku yields the following
KKT conditions:
∂L
= H sku − µ s + νsku − τsku = 0
∂ω sku
ω sku (H sku − µ s − τsku ) = 0

(23)
(24)

where

X X
*.φ +
H sku = (Wu + β su )η LB
−
(25)
λ ik j gsk j +/ psku .
s
sku
i∈S\{s} j∈URRH,i
,
Here, (23)-(24) yield H sku − µ sk − τsku = 0 if ω sku = 1 and H sku − µ sk − τsku ≤ 0 if ω sku = 0.

As such, we can deduce that the UE that corresponds to the largest value of H sku among all
u ∈ URRH,s , s ∈ S and k ∈ K should be allocated the PRB. Since one PRB can only be allocated
to a UE among those associated with the same RRH, which is enforced in (11e), the optimal
PRB allocation can be acquired by
ω sku




 1 u = arg maxi∈URRH,s H ski
∀s ∈ S, k ∈ K .
=


 0 otherwise


(26)

With (22) and (26), we can solve the dual problem in (17) using an iterative subgradient method
[46] to update the Lagrange multipliers:

+
X
Rmin,u +
(t+1)
(t)
LB

*
β su =  β su − δ1
ω sku η sku −
∀u ∈ URRH,s, s ∈ S
(27)

B

, k∈K
-

 +
X X
+
*

φ s(t+1) = φ (t)
ω sku psku /
∀s ∈ S
(28)
s − δ2 . Pmax,s −


k∈K u∈URRH,s
-
,
+


X X
+/
*.

(t+1)
∀u ∈ URRH,s, s ∈ S, k ∈ K (29)
λ sku
=  λ (t)
I
−
p
ω
g
−
δ
ik j ik j iku 
3 max,sku
sku


i∈S\{s} j∈URRH,i
-
,
(t)
(t)
(t)
where β su , φ s and λ sku are the values of β su , φ s and λ sku at the t-th iteration, respectively,
and δ1 , δ2 and δ3 are the positive step sizes that satisfy the infinite travel conditions [46]. The
process of updating the PRB and power allocation, and Lagrange multipliers is repeated until
convergence or a predefined maximum number of iterations, Tmax is reached. Note that µ sk ,
νsku , τsku and ρ sku are not updated because they have been absorbed in the KKT conditions
and thus do not affect the solutions in (22) and (26). As such, we can omit the terms in (17)
corresponding to these Lagrange multipliers.
Remark 3: The asymptotic computational complexity of PRB and power allocation can be

P
shown to be of O Tmax (3|K | + 1) s∈S |URRH,s | + |S| .
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C. Implementation
To implement the proposed network slicing scheme, a new network slicing module needs to
be created in the BBU pool. This module will first collect channel information from the RRHs,
traffic and priority information from each UE, and QoS requirements and SLA information or
tenant priority from tenants via their core networks. Then, the module will execute the proposed
network slicing scheme accordingly. The upper- and lower-level of the network slicing scheme are
executed in coarse and fine time granularity respectively. The upper-level of the proposed network
slicing scheme is intended to be executed in the order of LTE frames, that is, tens of milliseconds
(as each LTE frame spans 10 ms). As we have designed the admission control, user association
and virtual BBU allocation algorithms in such a way that their computational complexity is
reasonably low, the execution of these algorithms in the order of LTE frames is reasonable. In
fact, the admission control and user association process in LTE systems normally need tens of
milliseconds to complete a user handover [47], thus our proposed scheme is compatible with
LTE. The upper-level can be executed periodically, or triggered when certain conditions are
met (e.g., when new or handover users are requesting admission, or the channel has varied
significantly). In the latter case, the upper-level can be triggered to be executed at the start of
the next LTE frame or after several LTE frames. On the other hand, the lower-level should be
executed every 1 ms as specified by LTE for resource allocation among users. The execution of
the resource allocation algorithm is reasonable in such a short interval as it can be performed
through parallel computation on power and PRB allocation solution updates, i.e., (22) and (26)
as well as on the subgradient update, i.e., (27)-(29).
It is noteworthy that the computational burden of the proposed scheme could grow fast in
a dense network if we consider that a single centralized BBU pool manages all the RRHs. In
fact, such a scenario is generally impractical because sophisticated fronthaul transport networks
would need to be established and the BBU processing would be computationally exhaustive
[48]. Nevertheless, a multicloud radio access network architecture [48] has been proposed to
address this issue, where multiple clouds are introduced with each managing a subset of nearby
RRHs. Under this architecture, our proposed network slicing scheme can still be applicable and
implemented in each cloud. In fact, the proposed scheme is more suitable and feasible under
the multicloud architecture as the number of RRHs managed by each cloud is smaller, thus the
computational complexity becomes relatively lower.
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In practice, a perfectly synchronized shared spectrum network is unrealistic if rapid channel
reporting is considered. Rapid channel reporting would introduce large delay in the network
slicing process, especially during PRB and power allocation. As such, it is impossible to allocate
PRBs every 1 ms, as specified in LTE, while channel conditions are reported as rapid as every 1
ms. Nevertheless, we can reduce the frequency of channel reporting by increasing the reporting
period. In fact, this is compliant with the channel quality indicator (CQI) reporting in LTE where
the reporting period can be adjusted to be multiple of TTIs. Considering that the channel is slowfading, the network slicing solution obtained with rapid channel reporting will not diverge much
from that with less rapid channel reporting. Hence, the proposed scheme can still be feasible
under an imperfectly synchronized shared spectrum network.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
The performance of the proposed network slicing scheme is evaluated using Monte Carlo
simulations. We consider a two-tenant H-CRAN that consists of one M-RRH and five S-RRHs.
We denote VNO 1 and VNO 2 as the first tenant and the second tenant, respectively. We assume
that the number of UEs associated with each tenant is 50, which is large enough in order to
observe the numbers of admitted and rejected UEs. The coverage radius of the M-RRH is set
to 500 m and the S-RRHs are randomly distributed within the network. The number of PRBs is
set to 100 according to the LTE specifications. Also, we assume that CcBUP = 50 Mb/s and the
M-RRH can support as much as the BBU pool, i.e., Cbh = 50 Mb/s. For the S-RRH, Cfh = 10
Mb/s is set as the small-cell fronthaul capacity which should be much smaller than the macrocell
backhaul capacity. For the transmission power parameters, Pmax,0 = 43 dBm and Pmax,s = 30
dBm for s , 0 are set following LTE specifications. The priority weight of UEs belonging to
each tenant is randomly generated. We consider an independently and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channel with zero-mean and unit-variance. Log-normal shadowing is
also considered, which is i.i.d. with zero-mean and a standard deviation of 10 dB. The following
path loss models are adopted: 128.1 + 37.6 log(d m ) dB and 140.7 + 36.7 log(d s ) where d m is the
distance in km between the M-RRH and the UE whereas d s is that between the S-RRH and the
UE [49]. The noise power spectral density and noise figure are respectively set to -174 dBm/Hz
and 9 dB [49]. For the proposed scheme, δ1 , δ2 and δ3 are set according to the nonsummable
diminishing rule [46], and Nw = 10000 and Tmax = 100 are set. We adopt the following schemes
for performance comparison (including the proposed scheme):
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1) Fixed BBU capacity and Fixed Resource allocation (FBFR): The BBU pool capacity is
predivided to the tenants according to their priority. The UEs are then admitted according
to their priority based on the available BBU capacity allocated to their associated tenant.
The admitted UEs are then associated with RRHs based on wideband channel quality and
fronthaul and backhaul capacity availability (which is similar to the proposed scheme).
After that, the admitted UEs that are associated with the same tenant receive equal BBU
capacity. If the fronthaul (or backhaul) capacity of the RRH is lower than the sum of
the BBU capacity of the RRH’s associated UEs, these UEs will be reallocated with equal
BBU capacity based on the fronthaul (or backhaul) capacity. The number of PRBs is also
predivided among the tenants based on their priority, in which PRB and power allocation
are performed accordingly.
2) Dynamic BBU capacity and Fixed Resource allocation (DBFR): The PRB and power
allocation is performed in a similar way as in FBFR except that the BBU capacity allocation
is dynamically performed as in Section IV-A.
3) Fixed BBU capacity and Dynamic Resource allocation: The BBU capacity allocation is
performed in a similar way as in FBFR except that the PRB and power allocation is
dynamically performed as in Section IV-B.
4) Dynamic BBU capacity and Dynamic Resource allocation (DBDR): The proposed scheme
presented in Section IV that performs dynamic network slicing.
Next, we consider two traffic models that are provided by the tenants: video streaming and
web browsing. The video streaming traffic model requires Rmin = 1 Mb/s and Rmax = 1.5 Mb/s
whereas the web browsing traffic model requires Rmin = 100 kb/s and Rmax = 300 kb/s for each
UE [19]. All simulation results are averaged over 100 runs.
A. Impact of Priority of Tenants Providing Similar Services
Here, the effect of varying the tenant priority of a two-tenant H-CRAN where both tenants
provide video streaming services for both the proposed and baseline schemes is investigated.
In Fig. 3(a), DBDR achieves the best total throughput performance, which is attributed to
its dynamic allocation of baseband and radio resources among the tenants. Next, we can find
that dynamic BBU capacity allocation contributes slight improvements of about 1% over fixed
allocation, as shown by DBDR and DBFR over FBDR and FBFR, respectively. This is because
the proposed dynamic BBU capacity allocation mechanism ensures the BBU capacity allocated to
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Fig. 3. (a) Total throughput, (b) throughput of VNO 1 and VNO 2, (c) interslice fairness, (d) intraslice fairness, (e) CDF of
the normalized UE throughput with priority ratio 1:2, (f) CDF of the normalized UE throughput of VNO 1 and VNO 2 with
priority ratio 1:2, (g) average number of admitted UEs with minimum QoS satisfaction, and (h) average number of rejected UEs
of the H-CRAN where both VNO 1 and VNO 2 provide video streaming services.

each UE to meet its QoS requirement. Meanwhile, the fixed BBU capacity allocation mechanism
does not take into account the QoS requirements of the admitted UE when allocating the BBU
capacity to the admitted UEs. In fact, some of the admitted UEs receive insufficient BBU
capacities due to insufficient fronthaul (or backhaul) capacity of the associated RRHs. However,
the improvement is small because both tenants impose the same data rate requirements. Thus,
the total numbers of admitted UEs as well as the BBU capacity allocated to the admitted UEs
for both fixed and dynamic BBU capacity allocation are nearly identical, resulting in nearly
identical throughput performance. On the other hand, dynamic PRB and power allocation results
in substantial throughput improvements of about 35% over fixed PRB and power allocation, as
exhibited by DBDR and FBDR over DBFR and FBFR, respectively. This is because DBFR and
FBFR predivides the number of PRBs among the tenants, thus limiting the achievable throughput.
In Fig. 3(b), both DBDR and FBDR provide the best and comparable network slicing performance as the ratio of the throughput achieved by VNO 1 to that of VNO 2 is almost equivalent
to the priority ratio. This thanks to the dynamic PRB and power allocation mechanism which
allows full exploitation of multiuser diversity of the channel to achieve fair throughput distribution
among the tenants. The throughput achieved by FBFR and DBFR for VNO 1 and VNO 2 is
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different when the priority ratio is 1:1 because both schemes split the number of PRBs between
the two tenants in proportion to the tenants’ priority and allocate PRBs to the UEs based on
only the user priority. Such allocation cannot guarantee even throughput distribution between the
two tenants. Besides that, although both tenants have equal numbers of PRBs when the priority
ratio is 1:1, the number of PRBs received by each of the two tenants is only half of the channel
bandwidth and the PRBs may not always have equal quality since the channel gain of each PRB
between individual RRHs and UEs is different.
To further confirm the observations in Fig. 3(b), we calculate the normalized throughput of
Ru
. Then, we evaluate Jain’s
each UE, r u with respect to its target minimum data rate, i.e., r u = Rmin,u
P
2
P
R
/v
n n)
fairness index [50] for the interslice case as Ξinter = |N( | Pn∈N (R
u∈Un r u . Fig.
2 , where Rn =
/v )
n∈N

n

n

3(c) shows the fairness performance of the two-tenant H-CRAN with both VNO 1 and VNO 2

providing video streaming services. In line with Fig. 3(b), the fairness performance of DBDR and
FBDR are comparable and better than the other two schemes. FBDR is superior to the proposed
DBDR because the former divides the BBU pool capacity proportionally to the priority of the
tenants, where both provide the same video services, and allocates virtual BBU capacity evenly
to the admitted UEs. Moreover, the DBDR scheme allocates virtual BBU capacity according to
the overall priority of each admitted UE, which is slightly inefficient than FBDR in this scenario.
Though, the performance gap between them is negligible as both of them have achieved a high
fairness index exceeding 0.9.
Fig. 3(d) illustrates the intraslice fairness performance of the H-CRAN, where Jain’s fairness
P
( u ∈Ua ru ) 2
. In this case, both DBDR and FBDR perform as
index is evaluated as Ξintra = |U | P
(r ) 2
a

u ∈Ua

u

well as those in the interslice case. However, DBFR and FBFR perform poorly because fixed
PRB allocation limits the number of PRBs allocated to each tenant, thus limiting the achievable
throughput fairness performance.
Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) respectively plot the interslice and intraslice cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the normalized UE throughput, i.e., r u for priority ratio 1:2. From Fig. 3(e), it is
seen that compared to DBFR and FBFR, DBDR and FBDR have more UEs achieving nonzero
throughput and their minimum data rates. Fig. 3(f) also shows that DBDR and FBDR achieve
fairer throughput performance compared to DBFR and FBFR for both tenants. This is because
the latter schemes predivide the number of PRBs among the tenants, which limit the achievable
throughput and fairness performance. As the performance trends are similar for other priority
ratios, we omit the corresponding CDF results.
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Figs. 3(g) and 3(h) illustrate respectively the number of admitted UEs (in fractional form)
with minimum QoS satisfaction (i.e., admitted UEs with their throughput larger or equal to their
minimum data rate) and the number of UEs being denied admission. In Fig. 3(g), both DBDR
and FBDR achieve higher numbers of UEs with minimum QoS satisfaction than DBFR and
FBFR. This is because the latter schemes limit the number of PRBs available to each tenant
according to the priority ratio, thus leading to inability to guarantee minimum QoS satisfaction
for the UEs. In Fig. 3(h), all the schemes reject the same number of UEs across all priority ratios,
except FBFR and FBDR. At the priority ratio of 1:1, the number of UEs rejected by the latter
two schemes is larger than those by the other two schemes. This is due to the inefficient fixed
BBU pool capacity allocation that predivides the BBU capacity to the tenants based on their
priority. Although the sum of the remaining cloud BBU pool capacity of all tenants is sufficient
to admit more UEs but this is not allowed by fixed cloud BBU pool capacity allocation.
B. Impact of Priority of Tenants Providing Different Services
Here, we investigate the effect of varying the tenant priority of the H-CRAN where VNO 1
and VNO 2 provide video streaming and web browsing services, respectively, for both proposed
and baseline schemes. In fact, such varying prioritization of these VNOs is equivalent to varying
prioritization of services.
In Fig. 4(a), DBDR again outperforms other schemes due to its dynamic baseband and radio
resource allocation. Also, Fig. 4(b) shows that the throughput achieved by VNO 1 is larger than
that by VNO 2 because video streaming has a higher data rate requirements than web browsing.
Notably, the difference between dynamic and fixed BBU capacity allocation is huge because
the tenants imposes different data rate requirements. As fixed BBU capacity allocation splits
the BBU pool capacity between tenants in proportion to their priority, the capacity allocated
to VNO 2 is over-sufficient due to its much lower data rate requirements. As a result, all the
UEs associated with VNO 2 are admitted and the BBU capacity allocated to these UEs is
over-sufficient. Meanwhile, the number of admitted UEs associated with VNO 1 that imposes
higher data rate requirements is very limited due to the inefficient fixed BBU capacity allocation.
Hence, the number of admitted UEs is much lower and thus the achievable network throughput is
much lower. On the other hand, the proposed dynamic BBU capacity allocation mechanism does
not split the BBU pool capacity as in the fixed BBU capacity allocation mechanism but fully
maximizes the number of admitted UEs according to their priority as well as their associated
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Fig. 4. (a) Total throughput, (b) throughput of VNO 1 and VNO 2, (c) interslice fairness, (d) intraslice fairness, (e) CDF of
the normalized UE throughput with priority ratio 1:2, (f) CDF of the normalized UE throughput of VNO 1 and VNO 2 with
priority ratio 1:2, (g) average number of admitted UEs with minimum QoS satisfaction, and (h) average number of rejected UEs
of the H-CRAN where both VNO 1 and VNO 2 provide video streaming and web browsing services, respectively.

tenant’s priority based on the availability of the whole BBU pool capacity. Therefore, it allows
more UEs to be admitted to the network and hence achieving higher network throughput.
It is difficult to justify the interslice fairness performance of the schemes in Fig. 4(b) as the
traffic services provided by the tenants are with different data rate requirements. Nonetheless,
we can observe in Fig. 4(c) that DBDR always achieves a fairness index of above 0.8 and
outperforms the other schemes across most of the priority ratios. Interestingly, FBDR and FBFR
perform poorly because fixed BBU capacity allocation does not take into account heterogeneous
service requirements, which results in unfair admission control and throughput performance. In
Fig. 4(d), DBDR and FBDR perform equivalently as in the scenario in Section V-A due to the
dynamic PRB and power allocation mechanism.
Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) respectively plot the interslice and intraslice CDFs of the normalized UE
throughput, i.e., r u for priority ratio 1:2. In Fig. 4(e), compared to other schemes, DBDR results
in more UEs achieving nonzero throughput and minimum data rates. In Fig. 4(f), DBDR is
overall the best performer among the schemes. Although FBDR is superior to DBDR for VNO
2 but the former is significantly inferior to DBDR as well as DBFR for VNO 1. Again, we omit
the CDF results for other priority ratios due to similar trends.
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Fig. 5. Total throughput performance of the H-CRAN with varying (a) fronthaul capacity and (b) backhaul capacity.

Figs. 4(g) and 4(h) respectively show the number of admitted UEs (in fractional form) with
minimum QoS satisfaction and the number of UEs being denied admission. In Fig. 4(g), DBDR
outperforms the other schemes. This indicates that the proposed DBDR scheme is capable of
providing satisfactory QoS experience for the network regardless of service types provided by the
tenants, thanks to the dynamic network slicing mechanism of the proposed DBDR scheme. In Fig.
4(h), FBFR and FBDR have rejected more UEs compared to the other two schemes. Here, we can
confirm that fixed BBU pool capacity allocation based on tenant priority is inefficient, especially
in scenarios where the tenants are providing traffic services with different target minimum and
maximum data rates. When the priority of the tenant that provides services with high target
minimum and maximum data rates such as video streaming is low, the number of UEs rejected
would be large if the BBU pool capacity has been allocated in advance. Only when the priority
is increasing, the number of UEs admitted for the corresponding tenant can be increased, as
demonstrated by the decreasing trends of the FBFR scheme and the FBDR scheme in Fig. 4(h)
with increasing priority of VNO 1.
C. Impact of Fronthaul and Backhaul Capacities
Here, we investigate the impact of different Cfh and Cbh to the proposed network slicing
scheme with the same simulation setting as in Section V-A.
Fig. 5(a) shows the throughput performance of the proposed scheme with varying Cfh with
Cbh = 50 Mb/s. When Cfh = 0 Mb/s, all admitted UEs can only associate with the M-RRH.
As such, this scenario is equivalent to that with only the macrocell, thus resulting in the most
inferior throughput performance. The proposed scheme performs the best when Cfh = 5 Mb/s
but the throughput gradually deteriorates with increasing Cfh . This is because the larger Cfh
allows more UEs to be associated with the S-RRHs. As a result, the S-RRHs cannot satisfy the
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Fig. 6. (a) Total throughput and (b) interslice fairness performances of the two-tenant H-CRAN network with only a macrocell,
only small-cells, and with a macrocell and small-cells.

QoS requirements of the associated UEs since they have low transmission power budgets. Other
performance results of the proposed scheme have similar trends as in Fig. 5(a) except that the
interslice fairness and number of rejected UEs remain consistent across all Cfh .
Fig. 5(b) shows that the throughput performance with varying Cbh with Cfh = 10 Mb/s.
The throughput performance of the proposed scheme remains consistent because most of the
admitted UEs associate with the S-RRHs, as the altter can provide better channel quality. Other
performance results of the proposed scheme also remain consistent.
D. Impact of Macrocell and Small-Cell Existence
This section evaluates the performance of the H-CRAN with only a macrocell, with only
small-cells, and with a macrocell and small-cells. The simulation setting follows that of Section
V-A. Fig. 6(a) shows that the H-CRAN with both macrocell and small-cells outperforms the
macrocell-only and small-cells-only networks. This is because the former scenario has more
power resources due to the existence of both M-RRH and S-RRHs. In addition, the UEs located
near the S-RRHs can experience better channel conditions and the M-RRH can serve those UEs
who are located far from the S-RRHs. The scenario with only small-cells is inferior to that with
only macrocell because some UEs are far from the S-RRHs and the low-power S-RRHs need
to spend more power to reach these UEs, thereby resulting in lower throughput. The interslice
fairness performance of the scenario with both macrocell and small-cells is better than that
with only small-cells but is equivalent to that with only the macrocell, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
This is because the M-RRH has sufficient power to serve all the admitted UEs and guarantee the
throughput fairness among their tenants. Overall, the existence of both macrocells and small-cells
can achieve better network slicing performance than that of only either of the two.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new dynamic network slicing scheme for multitenant
H-CRANs. The proposed scheme consists of an upper-level that manages admission control,
UE association and BBU capacity allocation; and a lower-level that manages PRB and power
allocation among admitted UEs. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme achieves
higher throughput, fairness and QoS performance compared to the baseline schemes, especially
in scenarios with tenants of heterogeneous services. Also, the simulation results infer that
compared to fixed BBU capacity allocation, the proposed dynamic BBU capacity allocation
mechanism (which is jointly consists of dynamic admission control, UE association and BBU
capacity allocation among UEs) can more efficiently maximize the number of admitted UEs and
assign BBU capacity to the admitted UEs, and achieve higher network throughput; especially
in scenarios with tenants of heterogeneous services. On the other hand, the dynamic PRB and
power allocation mechanism of the proposed scheme can achieve higher throughput and QoS
performance compared to the baseline schemes due to efficient multiuser diversity exploitation
across all PRBs. With both dynamic allocation of all network resources, the proposed scheme
is able to maintain a high degree of fairness in scenarios with tenants providing homogeneous
and heterogeneous services.
A PPENDIX A
Consider a gradient-based resource allocation framework [51], [52] where the resource allocaP
tion decision is the solution to max u∈U F ′ ( R̄u )Ru , where F ′ (.) is the derivative of F (.), which

is an increasing concave utility function. To achieve various degrees of fairness, the weighted
α-fairness utility function below can be used [52], [53]:



̟u (1 − α) −1 R̄u1−α α ≥ 0, α , 1


Fα ( R̄u ) = 

 ̟u log( R̄u )
α=1


(30)

where ̟ is the weighting coefficient corresponding to UE u. In fact, (30) is a general concave
utility function that can achieve various tradeoffs between utility throughput and fairness. It
corresponds to achieving throughput maximization, proportional fairness, and max-min fairness
when α = 0, α = 1, and α → ∞, respectively. Then, the solution to the gradient-based resource
allocation problem is weighted α-fair if F ( R̄u ) = Fα ( R̄u ). Clearly, (5) can be categorized under
gradient-based resource allocation frameworks. Then, we can let Wu = Fα′ ( R̄u ) = ̟u / R̄uα where
wu = 1/ R̄uα and ̟u = vn if u ∈ Un .
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A PPENDIX B
Suppose that feasible {au }, {bsu }, {cvB,u } and {ω sku } are given, (5) can be reduced to
XX
Wu au bsu ω sku r sku ,
max
psku

(31)

s∈S k∈K

subject to (5a)-(5f) and nonnegative {psku }. Clearly, the function in (31) and (5a)-(5f) are smooth,
and r sku is a nonlinear logarithmic function and nonconcave with psku . Thus, (31) is a smooth,
nonlinear and nonconvex programming problem with continuous variables psku , and such a
problem has been proved to be generally NP-hard [54]. Furthermore, (31) can be viewed as a
weighted sum rate utility maximization problem, which has been proved in [55] and [56] to be
NP-hard, further validating the NP-hardness of (31). Then, the problem in (5) is also NP-hard
as its reduced problem in (31) is already NP-hard.
A PPENDIX C
Let us define a 0-1 knapsack problem as follows:
Definition 1: Suppose there is a set of items, M to be filled in a knapsack with a weight
capacity of X . Each item i ∈ M has a weight of x i and corresponds to a nonnegative profit
value of yi . A 0-1 knapsack problem is to fill the knapsack with the items in such a way that
the total profit is maximized without exceeding the weight capacity of the knapsack.
By Definition 1, the following can be obtained with respect to (6): U = M, i = u, X = CcBUP ,
x i = Rmin,u and yi = Wu .
A PPENDIX D
There are only two options for computing V (u, i) for UE u:
1) Reject UE u: In this case, the maximum objective function value for {1, 2, . . . , u − 1} with
the capacity of id is V (u − 1, i).
2) Admit UE u: In this case, which is only possible with Rmin,u ≤ id, we gain Wu for the
objective function value and add Rmin,u to the total minimum data rate. The maximum
objective function value for the set of remaining UEs {1, 2, . . ., u − 1} with the capacity of

j R k

j R k
min,u
.
In
total,
W
+
V
u
−
1,
i
−
is yielded.
(id − Rmin,u ) is V u − 1, i − min,u
u
d
d
Since (6) is a maximization problem, the larger objective function value of the above two cases
is the correct one. It is noteworthy that, for Rmin,u > id, V (u, i) will be computed as V (u − 1, i)
because the capacity will be exceeded if UE u is admitted. Hence, UE u can only be rejected.
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A PPENDIX E
Let us define a 0-1 multiple knapsack problem as follows:
Definition 2: Suppose that M and L are the sets of items and knapsacks, respectively. Each
item i ∈ M has a weight of x i and gives a nonnegative profit value of yi whereas each knapsack
j ∈ L has a weight capacity of X j . The problem is to fill all the knapsacks with the items such
that the total profit of each knapsack is maximized without exceeding its weight capacity.
By mapping Definition 2 with (9), we yield Ua = M, L = S, i = u, j = s, x i = Rmin,u ,
X j = Cxh,s and yi = Wu Γwb,su .
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